Click!

In CLICK! we see that there are sounds all around us, and there are sounds in words too! Can you spot words that have the same sounds?

1. The title of the book is CLICK! What words rhyme with click?

2. “Tip, tap” go the bird’s feet. Can you find other words in the book that begin with t?

3. “Hush,” says the bird. What other words in the book have a “sh” sound?

4. Some words begin with the same sound. In each group below, circle the word that does not belong.
   a) click  clang  toot  b) ahh  flap  achoo
   c) drip  drop  sniff

5. Some words end with the same sound. In each group below, circle the word that does not belong.
   a) rock  sweep  beep  b) slide  tumble  glide
   c) flush  brush  creak